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ESOPs and the Limits of Fractionalized Ownership

Jedidiah J. Kroncke

I. INTRODUCTION

In early 2016, business headlines reported three different stories about companies taking non-traditional steps in compensating their employees. The owner of Chobani, the popular yogurt producer, had given away ten percent of the company’s shares to its employees. These shares were worth over $100,000 for Chobani’s most recent hires and reached over $1,000,000 in value for its more senior workers.¹ A few months earlier, Southwest Airlines had announced that it would be distributing close to a third of its record $2.2 billion profit in 2015 to its employees, representing fifteen percent of their total compensation.² Near the same time, the U.S. Department of Labor had celebrated the achievements of the New Era Windows Cooperative in Chicago, worker-owned business which was growing after years of struggle emerging from the bankruptcy of its earlier employer-owner.³ What all three stories shared in common was that they each garnered commentary as representing some variation of “capitalism done right.” The popular resonance of this theme among these different workplace practices reflects the significant hunger for alternatives to what many consider to the ongoing crisis of economic legitimacy in the United States and around the globe.

Across a myriad of countries and political regimes, the twentieth century has witnessed a recurrent rise and fall of economic ideologies.

¹ Professor of Law, Fundação Getulio Vargas Law School at São Paulo (Direito GV).
The rapidity of these cycles has only increased following deepening global interconnection and the hurtling speed of capital mobility. The organizing logic of the Cold War offered a rough binary of political affiliation that masked quite significant variations of capitalism, but the Cold War’s end has yet to result in movement towards any truly global ideology.\textsuperscript{4} Herein, the attractiveness of “Third Way” conceptualizations of economic development promised justice without revolution by combining the presumed benefits of free markets and various forms of social security.\textsuperscript{5} The limited traction of these “Third Way” paradigms has been matched by cyclical attractions to more centralized, state-led capitalism, in what, until recently, had popularly been called the “BRICS” nations.\textsuperscript{6}

What is striking is that stories like those of Chobani, Southwest, and New Era Window draw on an ideal of “employee ownership” that has co-existed during all of these pendulum-like swings in economic ideology. Though rarely at the core of any national economic project, employee ownership has always managed to find proponents across political divides, and has at worst faced indifference rather than outright political opposition. The ways in which notions of employee ownership are expressed vary greatly, emphasizing assorted aspects of these recent stories—direct ownership of corporate shares, robust profit-sharing or labor-management. Each of these emphases has historical roots as deep as industrial capitalism itself, from nineteenth century utopian collectives to today’s more fashionable debates over “financial inclusion.”

For all their variations, what these practices share in common is the notion that it is not income inequality per se that is most troubling, but wealth inequality. Proponents of such argue that income is only an imperfect indicator of the central dysfunction of a maldistribution of capital, or the benefits of capital. The politically unobjectionable status of employee ownership is derived in part from that fact that it represents a corrective to capitalism rather than a fundamental challenge. At the same time, the seriousness of employee ownership as a central objective of economic reform has been limited by the perception that it


\textsuperscript{5} Shaun Wilson & Ben Spies-Butcher, \textit{After New Labour: Political and Policy Consequences of Welfare State Reforms in the United Kingdom and Australia}, 37 \textit{POLY STUD.} 408 (2016).

\textsuperscript{6} \textit{The Rise of the BRICS in the Global Political Economy} (Vai Io Lo & Mary Hiscock eds., 2014).
is difficult, if not impossible, to replicate or scale it to a degree of systemic importance.

Perhaps no country represents the persistence of employee ownership’s simultaneous popularity and minority status than the United States. Though often held out as the model free market economy with a comparatively weak welfare state, the U.S. has the highest levels of employee ownership in the world, reaching approximately fifteen percent of its total workforce.\(^7\) In the broadest strokes, this level of employee ownership reflects the particular relevance and durability of what could be called “economic republicanism” in U.S. history.\(^8\)

As political republicanism seeks to restrain the arbitrary exercise of power by representative government, economic republicanism sees the exertion of arbitrary power in the economic realm as a co-equal enemy of liberty.\(^9\) In fact, the presumption that political and economic freedom are intertwined was the predominant assumption of most every social theorist, captured by the traditional use of the term “political economy,” before the disciplinary divisions that emerged in the twentieth century, especially in economics.\(^10\) Following this earlier tradition, economic republicans argued that the equality of interdependence between citizens in the workplace is as foundational to human freedom as it is in political elections, with the synchronic benefit that economic decentralization greatly facilitates political equality.\(^11\) This integrated notion of public and private citizenship reflects an understanding that the process of economic production is not simply a utilitarian exercise in wealth creation, but one that necessarily implicates fundamental notions of autonomy and dignity.\(^12\) Summarily, substantive civic equality is impossible under conditions of acute economic equality,\(^13\) and generations of political philosophers have argued that...

\(^7\) THE ESOP ASSOCIATION, 2015 ESOP COMPANY SURVEY (2015).

\(^8\) The concept has a far more complex historical lineage, as old as modern political economy itself. JEFF GATES, THE OWNERSHIP SOLUTION: TOWARD A SHARED CAPITALISM FOR THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY 14 (1998). ("[B]oth Adam Smith and Thomas Jefferson proposed radically decentralized systems, along with a centralized government strong enough to ensure their decentralization."). The legacy of this tradition in the U.S. manifests itself in other contexts where forms of ownership are still state-subsidized, such as the mortgage interest deduction. See William Simon, SOCIAL-REPUBLICAN PROPERTY, 38 UCLA L. REV. 1335 (1991).


\(^11\) Infra section II.A.

\(^12\) Nien-He Hsieh, Justice at Work: Arguing for Property-Owning Democracy, 40 J. SOC. PHIL. 397 (2009).

\(^13\) “The most important point of excellence which any form of government can possess is to
political virtue are inextricably linked in the daily praxis of democratic life.\footnote{John Rawls's investigation into the nature of a true “property-owning democracy” is one modern instantiation of this tradition, now developed by a range of thinkers concerned with the continued status differentiations of citizens who own capital versus those who contribute labor to an economy. Nien-He Hsieh, \textit{Work, Ownership and Productive Enfranchisement, in Property-Owning Democracy: Rawls and Beyond} 147 (Martin O’Neill & Thad Williamson eds., 2012).}

What divides proponents of employee ownership is the degree to which they place an antisubordination rationale at the heart of their project, and how far they seek to subvert the inherent power dynamics of commodified labor exchange.\footnote{Aditi Bagchi, \textit{The Myth of Equality in the Employment Relation}, 2009 Mich. St. L. Rev. 579 (2009).} More radical forms of economic republicanism declare that wage-labor is inextricably a form of dependency at odds with true economic freedom. Underlying this position is an understanding of the essentially coercive force of human biology, where participation in a labor market can never be truly voluntary unless alternative means of self-sufficiency exist.

Such differentiation has become more acute as the modern workplace continues to blur the line between the public and private lives of workers, and technological advances offer up the prospect of almost complete workplace surveillance.\footnote{Chris Bertram, \textit{Let It Bleed: Libertarianism and the Workplace}, CROOKED TIMBER (July 1, 2012), http://crookedtimber.org/2012/07/01/let-it-bleed-libertarianism-and-the-workplace/ [https://perma.cc/6FN6-ZNPF].} Simultaneously, the precariousness of work has only increased across sectors of the U.S. economy, destabilizing the traditionally more static boundaries of the corporation\footnote{Matthew T. Bodie, \textit{Employees and the Boundaries of the Corporation, in Research Handbook on the Economics of Corporate Law} 85 (Claire A. Hill & Brett H. McDonnell eds., 2012).} and policy preferences for facilitating workplace turnover.\footnote{Jedidiah Kroncke, \textit{Law and the Hedonics of Development} (forthcoming 2018).}

As such, while Chobani, Southwest, and New Era Windows are grouped by some under flexible rubrics such as “financial inclusion,” in practice they disrupt the dominant paradigm of workplace governance to quite different degrees. Chobani offers workers a one-time voluntary grant of minority voting rights by a still majority owner; Southwest offers no participatory rights through profit sharing; and New Era Windows would appear to completely flatten the labor/capital hierarchy. If one takes seriously that a recurrent and longitudinal pattern of employ-
ment insecurity and workplace subordination are not a true lived condition of liberty, then these distinctions begin to challenge the utility of their common classification.

Understanding these variations is a key next step to understanding the renewed interest in the past decade for reinterpreting the American traditional of economic republicanism. Legal scholars and political theorists alike have looked back to the late nineteenth and early twentieth century to recover these ideals, notably in debates over the meaning of the Thirteenth Amendment. 19 Most of these efforts focus on the anti-subordination ethos of the Thirteenth Amendment and its implications for labor regulation. 20 Yet, whatever social legitimacy these efforts may add to the political cause of promoting workplace reform, the finer details of developing working alternative institutions has remained the trickiest obstacle to overcome. 21

The aim of this paper will be to explore the tensions within the category of “employee ownership” through the legal mechanism most responsible for the modern spread of employee ownership in the United States—the mid-twentieth century creation of the Employee Stock Ownership Plan (or ESOP). The article will present the history and current state of ESOPs in the United States as evidencing two axes of what will be called the “employee ownership conundrum”: 1) the tension between gradualism and systemic reform and 2) the unsure relationship between antisubordination effects and ownership interests in the workplace. The lens of the ESOP highlights these two particular tensions as the most acute example of the limitations of an intra-systemic reform that does not challenge any existing economic interests while also completely separating capital ownership from participatory logics in the workplace. 22

The consequence of this separation has led ESOP proponents into a cyclical struggle with critics who argue that existing minority em-

---


21 ERIK OLIN WRIGHT, ENVISIONING REAL UTOPIAS 107–09 (2010).

employee ownership (EO) levels in the United States are the natural consequence of market dynamics. This cycle exists in an unproductive clash between recurrent econometric analyses without clearly demonstrated causal mechanisms by either side of the debate. Most critically for ESOP proponents, the limits of quantitative analysis have led to significant endogeneity issues which has obscured the fact that the promotion of ESOPs are not inequality reducing, but exacerbating as they reward extant winners in the labor market or already successful companies with pre-existing commitments to progressive workplaces. In tandem, the retreat to a language of efficiency by proponents has allowed EO critics to advance survivalist arguments which take for granted the wide-range of social and economic practices which shape and replicate existing patterns of workplace governance.

The sum force of these distortions has reduced the employee ownership debate in the United States to battles over comparative corporate efficiency, and completely severed the link between ownership and republicanism which motivates antisubordination critiques of the modern workplace. This emphasis has further led to an abstract focus on the formal structures of ownership, rather than the lived reality of workplace decision-making. While more wide-spread and less unequal ownership of land and capital may facilitate the interdependent freedom that economic republicans imagine, such interdependence is always foundationally a matter of power. Property ownership may be a powerful proxy or indicia of personal autonomy and freedom, but it can be legally configured to promote neither. As such, the ESOP exposes the limits of property-centric versions on economic republicanism through its fractionalized version of corporate share ownership.

The technical seriousness of the debate can serve as a salutary and needed antidote to the often utopian visions of worker governance advanced in debates on alternative workplace structures. Yet, to truly realize the economic liberty sought by republican ideals will require a set of fundamental analytical shifts in ESOP scholarship specifically and EO scholarship more generally.

---

23 As explored later, the core issue here is that productive companies with existing participatory cultures are more likely to adopt ESOPs as one of many wage substitutes and complements. Thus, marginal productivity effects, flatter wage structures, or other positive outcomes attributed to ESOPs are not reflective of the impact of ESOPs themselves but pre-existing conditions conducive to their formation.
II. THE REGULATORY GENIUS OF THE ESOP

A. Louis Kelso and the Desire for a New Capitalism

The popularity of anti-feudal social theories in early American history generally involved variations of what today is commonly referred to as an “ownership society.”24 In the Revolutionary Era and throughout the nineteenth century, much of this idealism focused on the model of small independent agrarian farmers. This intertwined view of economic and political citizenship was seen as liberatory from the ancient regimes of England and Europe and justified the exclusionary logic of restricting political enfranchisement to land owners. As industrial capitalism overtook the logic of the late nineteenth century American economy, these ideals were challenged by the emergence of wage labor. The ideology of the early Republican Party reflected the uneasy conflict between the ideal of a morally free citizen as economically enfranchised and the subordination inherent in the commodification of labor.25 The older vision of a citizen body of free farmers possessing an equality of civil and economic resources could not survive in the new industrial economic order which generated new lines of inequality among citizens in wealth, income, social standing, education, knowledge, occupational prestige, and authority.26 Yet, the life of these ideals did not survive long past the early twentieth century, submerged under the rapid rise of wage labor as the predominant condition of economic life for the majority of Americans.27 However, the rise of industrial capitalism never fully deadened the life of economic republican ideals in the U.S.28 As the corporate form came to organize U.S. industrial activity in the early decades of the twentieth century, the aspiration that workers could themselves be owners was

27 No idea better represented the intensity of this conceptual turn than the theories of “scientific management” espoused by Frederick Taylor, which wholly transformed the new industrial employee into another fungible input of economic production to be managed for maximized productive output. See generally FREDERICK WINSLOW TAYLOR, THE PRINCIPLES OF SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT (1911).
28 Contemporary scholars have often mined this era to recover some of these ideals, articulating notions of “social-republican property” or “civic-republicanism.” Others have similarly tried to recapture the religious roots of alternative economic theories tying together economic and political virtue. Simon, supra note 8; see Brett H. McDonnell, Employee Primacy, or Economics Meets Civic Republicanism at Work, 13 STAN. J. L. BUS. & FIN. 334 (2008); ADIN BALLOU, PRACTICAL CHRISTIAN SOCIALISM: A CONVERSATIONAL EXPOSITION OF THE TRUE SYSTEM OF HUMAN SOCIETY (1854).
recurrently popular, and a serious subject of inquiry by the first generation of professional economists who formed the American Economic Association. The Revenue Act of 1921 included some of the first government providing tax incentives to promote employee ownership of stocks and profit-sharing plans. On the whole, however, the mainstream form of resistance to subordination in the workplace was through unionization and collective bargaining, reflecting in large part the acceptance that labor and capital were not just conceptual distinctions but now sociologically distinct groups who should directly bargain over economic surpluses.

In short, the National Labor Relations Act of 1935 regularized collective bargaining after decades of legal and police repression of unions, and its adversarial conception of labor/capital relations included an explicit ban on intra-corporate employee organizations, or what were known as “company unions.” The view that company unions were attempts to undermine worker unions led to a general suspicion by union leaders of share ownership plans. Even attempts at promoting financial literacy became sites of ideological contest over co-optation in the U.S. labor movement, and more radical critiques from Marxist intellectuals commonly rejected employee owned firms as reactionary and anti-revolutionary.

As entrenched as wage labor became in the U.S. economy, attempts to infuse capitalism with republican ideals persisted. Even as the Cold War deepened the association between American nationalism and free market capitalism, such hope did not fade. Louis Kelso, a corporate lawyer and World War II veteran with an overtly patriotic set of motivations, developed his own interpretation of classical political economy in the 1940s, which he dubbed “binary economics.” Central to Kelso’s theory was that human capital was far less important to modern capitalism than technological capital, and a mechanism was needed to equip all

---

29 See, e.g., John Crawford, The Philosophy of Wealth (1886); Peter Grosscup, How to Save the Corporation, 24 McClure’s Mag. 443 (1905).
30 Edward Bemis, Cooperation in the Northeast, 1 Publications Am. Econ. Ass’n 7 (1886).
31 Margaret M. Blair et al., Employee Ownership: An Unstable Form or a Stabilizing Force, in The New Relationship: Human Capital in the American Corporation 241, 249 (Margaret M. Blair & Thomas A. Kochan eds., 2000).
33 Id.
citizens with the ability to participate in the economy using both.\textsuperscript{36} Kelso did not see himself as a critic of capitalism, but as its redeemer by integrating the majority of the population into capitalism’s productive power, the basis for his self-styled “Capitalist Manifesto.”\textsuperscript{37} Critically, he saw access to capital credit as a basic right of citizenship, in contrast to economic rights necessitating redistributive interventions by the government.

Kelso would make his specific mark on American capitalism by designing the Employee Stock Ownership Plan (ESOP). Kelso designed the first ESOP in 1956 for a retiring newspaper owner in Palo Alto who wanted to sell his business to his employees. Under conventional finance, the employees would have had to negotiate a loan, collateralized by their personal savings and assets while drastically reducing their wages to pay off their collective debt. Kelso’s innovation was to set up the ESOP as a loan trust which collateralized the company itself and whose balance would be paid down by future corporate earnings—essentially self-liquidating over time. Kelso firmly believed that capital ownership could be broadened through future growth in corporate earnings, rather than by expropriating the assets of existing owners.\textsuperscript{38} The efficacy of this first ESOP was limited, as the newspaper employees still had to leverage their own assets for twenty-eight percent of the buyout loan, but the precedent was set. The ESOP held out the possibility of a private, and thus voluntary, mechanism for transitioning from concentrated to disperse capital ownership that solved the problem of a lack of initial capital buy-in by workers.\textsuperscript{39}

B. The ESOP as Regulatory Innovation

Even with his great personal evangelism for the potential of ESOPs to transform and improve capitalism, Kelso found few initial other takers for his plan. The particular authority of an ESOP to borrow money to buy stock for participants was based solely on Internal Revenue Service rulings and had no clear statutory authorization. The future success of Kelso’s legal innovation was not born from the results of its early implementations, but from its political attractiveness. In 1973, Kelso persuaded Louisiana’s Democratic Senator Russell Long, then chair of Senate Finance Committee, to make promotion of the ESOP a national

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{36} Geoffrey D. Korff, Reviving the Forgotten American Dream, 113 PENN ST. L. REV. 417, 443 (2008).


\textsuperscript{38} JOHN LOGUE & JACQUELYN YATES, THE REAL WORLD OF EMPLOYEE OWNERSHIP 12 (2001).

\textsuperscript{39} Robert Hockett, What Kinds of Stock Ownership Plans Should There Be? Of ESOPs, Other SOPs, and “Ownership Societies”, 92 CORNELL L. REV. 865, 895 (2007).}
legislative priority. Long was the son of famed radical Huey Long, but embraced a much more corporate-friendly form of right-wing populism than had his father. In his speeches about the ESOP, Long would extol notions of independence and self-reliance that drew on the still extant appeal of economic republicanism.

The rhetorical advantages of Kelso’s model became clear as left and right-wing politicians, ranging from Jesse Helms to Jesse Jackson, would take turns supporting a project that seemed simultaneously pro-capitalism and pro-equality. The ESOP threatened no particular economic interest, and had the appeal of gradualist caution while side-stepping any need to address the sources of pre-existing capital inequalities in American society. This advancement neither required national ownership of enterprise nor extensive government regulation, but could still generate greater civic equality through more widespread opportunity.

At the center of its revolutionary narrative was the enlightened entrepreneur, already a success under the current system, as the virtuous redeemer of capitalism and whose private choice would not only help the U.S. better ward of the challenges of communism, but also Japanese economic power—a growing concern in the 1980s. Long could thus champion the ESOP as a truly American innovation, which represented a form of advanced capitalism involving high levels of employee ownership and widespread access to capital credit. Essentially, instead of trying to create a revolution exogenous to capitalism, the ESOP sought to radicalize capitalism by increasing its own social exclusivity.

Kelso convinced Long to formally include ESOP regulation as part of the passage of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act in 1974 (ERISA). ERISA gave statutory legitimacy to ESOPs and sanctioned a robust set of tax incentives for their formation and payoff. ESOPs now qualified federally as an employee benefit plan regulated

---


43 In this way the ESOP was a forerunner of the various Japanese workplace practices that would gain attention in the United States during the 1980s. The notion that Japanese corporate governance was potentially superior to U.S. models spurred the growth of more integrated theories of labor regulation and corporate governance. Donald Clarke, Nothing but Wind? The Past and Future of Comparative Corporate Governance, 59 AM. J. COMP. L. 75, 83 (2011); Edward Rock, America’s Shifting Fascination with Comparative Corporate Governance, 74 WASH. U. L.Q. 367, 367 (1996).

by the U.S. Department of Labor and the Internal Revenue Service. Specifically, ESOPs were categorized as stock bonus plans under ERISA Code Section 401(a). Like other stock bonus plans, the ESOP trustee was to be picked by the company’s existing board of directors.

Kelso’s original use of trust law was grafted onto a regulatory scheme originally intended for a quite distinct purpose: protecting retirement investments. There was nothing inherent in ESOPs that mandated or even strongly suggested their operation as a retirement vehicle; it was similar only as another form of capital accumulation. Moreover, the ESOP loan is repaid through employee payroll deductions and company earnings, but the true enabling component of ESOP regulation under ERISA is that ESOP trustees are granted an exemption from the core fiduciary duty that undergirded the whole of ERISA itself, the duty of diversification. For public companies, ESOP employees could vote their shares as would normal stock owners, but for privately held companies, as were and are the majority of ESOPs, the trustee controlled the voting power of unallocated and allocated shares alike, except on issues of corporate sales or ownership realignments. While Kelso saw this innovation as necessary for short-circuiting current ownership patterns, it placed ESOPs in an odd position in regards to both their regulatory logic and the ideal of worker self-government.

However, the politically unobjectionable positioning of the ESOP which Kelso and Long achieved initially found few detractors as Congress continued to pass legislation after 1973 incentivizing ESOPs. First, incentives were created for the originators of the ESOP loans. Per IRS Code 133(a), a lender could exclude half of the income from an ESOP loan if the ESOP stock represented a majority ownership stake. There were limitations in place to prevent self-dealing, as lenders were ineligible for this deduction if they were part of the same umbrella financial organization as the company in question. IRS Section 4975(d)(3) also provided that a leveraged ESOP loan must be made for the benefit of employees, at a reasonable rate of interest, and can only use the company’s stock as security interest. Penalties were implemented so that if ownership levels fell below a certain, and in time changing, threshold of ownership. These incentives also extended to the repayment of the

---

45 Id. § 1101.
46 Id. § 1104(a)(2).
49 Id. § 4975.
ESOP loan itself. The dividend contributions made by the company to pay off the ESOP loan were made tax deductible.50

Cumulatively, these two incentives allowed ESOP loans to originate at comparatively low rates, and serve as an advantaged source of capital infusions for a corporation. In many ways, an ESOP is like an internal tax-exempt stock exchange. The ESOP generates a new source of low cost capital credit that can be repaid in pre-tax corporate dollars.

The most consequential incentive for the proliferation of the ESOP was that previous owners could defer capital gains taxation on the sale proceeds, subject to a few requirements for the size of the ESOP and other self-dealing restrictions. Owners could thus rollover the full value of their existing interest in their corporation into other securities without any tax consequences. This advantage is at the heart of Kelso’s plan to see existing corporate owners voluntarily facilitate his capital ownership revolution.

In short order, Kelso’s original trust innovation and its regulation under ERISA helped fuel a relative explosion in ESOPs through the 1980s. In the 1960s there were less than a dozen U.S. companies who operated with significant employee ownership, but by the late 1980s the number would rise to close to ten percent of the private workforce.51 Today ESOPs total near a trillion dollar in assets.52 Most ESOPs are in small private companies, with fewer the fifty participants, with a third having majority ESOP ownership and a quarter with one hundred percent ESOP ownership.53

The popularity of the ESOP ideal led to a boom in interest regarding employee ownership more generally. Pro-employee ownership components were present in a range of new federal legislation, and several states passed their own parallel acts establishing centers for EO promotion in general and ESOPs specifically.54 Private organizations focused on ESOP lobbying and research were a significant part of this

---

50 Under IRS Code 415(c)(1), the limit on these contributions was higher than for other defined contribution plans, with an inflation indexed ceiling of twenty-five percent of total worker pay. For employees, one quarter of their salary could also be deducted from gross income for principal payments on the ESOP loan, and more to pay interest expenses if the company was a C corporation. Any gains made on stock owned by the ESOP were not taxed until would be distributed, and gains qualified under IRS Code 1042(a) for further roll-over deferments. Gina Marie Agresta-Richardson, Employee Stock Ownership Plans: Uncertainties Plaguing the Duties of the ESOP Fiduciary with Respect to Coting and Defensive ESOPs, 14 AKRON TAX J. 91, 96–98 (1999).
51 For general statistics on ESOP numbers over time, see ESOP (Employee Stock Ownership Plan) Facts, NAT’L CTR. EMP. OWNERSHIP, https://www.esop.org/ [https://perma.cc/486Y-VLH8].
52 THE ESOP ASSOCIATION, supra note 7.
54 Timothy G. Merker, Working Toward Employee Ownership, 11 J. LEGIS. 127, 138–43 (1984). The most active and longest lasting state program is the Ohio Employee Ownership Center: Ohio
new wave of EO enthusiasm, including the ESOP Association, the Foundation for Enterprise Development and the National Center for Employee Ownership.\textsuperscript{55} Crucial to this growth were private consultants who came to specialize in ESOP valuation and formation as their main practice.\textsuperscript{56}

III. MISPLACED FOCI LEFT AND RIGHT: THE ACADEMIC DÉJÀ VU OF ESOPs

A. The Reputational Divide of the ESOP

Concurrent with the proliferation of ESOPs was a general increase in their academic investigation, along with employee ownership more broadly. The politically defensible position of ESOPs allowed them to be characterized as instantiations of radical but still patriotic economic republicanism\textsuperscript{57} and studied by mainstream think tanks.\textsuperscript{58} Scholars argued for unions to embrace ESOPs and participate in their spread, putting aside concerns they were ploys at weakening the larger labor movement.\textsuperscript{59}

The initial thrust of this academic interest was not to justify the ESOPs on political or rhetorical grounds, but to take up an evaluation of their impact on economic performance. While few who studied ESOPs fully embraced the particulars of Kelso’s theory of binary economics, most shared his belief that worker ownership improved the operational dynamics of corporations. The efficiency advantages of ESOP were argued to be sourced in improved worker productivity and informational dynamics within corporate governance.\textsuperscript{60}

The basic mechanism seen as increasing worker productivity in ESOPs was motivational in nature, as ownership linked increased prof-
itability to total worker compensation. Tying profitability to compensation relies on the elasticity of human effort and thus aligns corporate interest with employee interest. Early empirical results worked to dispel the idea that ESOP contributions themselves were just wage substitutes, claiming that ESOP companies paid out higher average and median wages than comparable companies.  

Other studies showed that this ownership effect reduced various employee driven costs such as worker compensation claims. From the perspective of corporate governance, employee owners were cast as internal agents able to minimize the informational and monitoring costs for both workers and managers. Improved workplace communication was cast as leading to higher retention rate at ESOP companies, which in itself lowered long run hiring and training costs.

Furthermore, the argument was advanced that when an ESOP company faces market downswings, employee owners are theoretically willing to accept a lower rate of return on capital than traditional investors. Without a demand for higher returns, the firm may be able to cut costs and remain competitive in its market for years to come. Reinforcing studies used this dynamic to explain the relative stability of ESOP companies, which rarely default on their original loans or go into bankruptcy, and can maintain their levels of employment during recessions. While this stability may theoretically prevent the immediate transition of capital to higher-return allocations within the market, most of these analyses relied on a stated or implicit presumption that without long-term stakeholders, capital would chase short-term gains over long-term social returns.

All of these discrete factors are cited in more general studies that have argued that ESOP companies are demonstrably more profitable than comparable companies, and that these benefits improve over

---


62 LOGUE & YATES, supra note 62, at 47.

63 Id. at 130.

64 A study by the Department of Labor in 1995 indicated that over a ten years period only 0.8% of ESOP plans defaulted and less than 1% of ESOPs companies went into bankruptcy. Kruse & Blasi, supra note 61, at 19–20. In the last recession, ESOPs were four times less likely to cut employment. Cory Rosen, The Impact of Employee Ownership and ESOPs on Layoffs and the Costs of Unemployment to the Federal Government, NAT’L CTR. FOR EMP. OWNERSHIP (July 16, 2015), https://www.nceo.org/observations/employee-ownership/esop-layoffs-unemployment-costs [https://perma.cc/H8GY-V5K2].

time. The most active ESOP researchers have been Joseph Blasi and Douglas Kruse who regularly update their research showing two to three percent increases in ESOP profitability relative to their corporate cohort. Many of the new ESOP organizations founded in the 1980s sponsor this research, and it has also been promoted by the state agencies created to evaluate the impact of ESOP incentives. A recent Ernst & Young study, for example, claims that S-ESOPs, in particular, outperformed the S&P 500 by sixty-two percent between 2002 and 2015.

More challenging for ESOPs has been isolating which of the specific mechanisms theorized to contribute to ESOP successes are causally related to these numbers. Several dissertation-length case studies have attempted to establish this qualitatively, though the results are recurrently inconsistent. For ESOP proponents, this lack of causal clarity ever-lurks behind their more confident econometric conclusions.

However, with equal vigor a steady and growing backlash against ESOPs emerged in parallel with studies advancing their positive attributes. Few of these studies directly attacked ESOPs by attempting to demonstrate the poor economic performance of companies with ESOPs. Instead, the primary thrust of these critiques stemmed from the unintended uses of ESOPs and their mismatched regulation under ERISA.

Critics argued that the significant tax incentives provided ESOPs led them to be enacted not as tools of worker empowerment, but as instruments for other corporate interests. Of highest profile were the manipulation of the tax-advantaged nature of ESOPs loans as a stop-gap...
to recapitalize and stave off bankruptcies and other shutdown scenarios. Others argued that ESOPs were in fact giveaways to existing owners who see them simply as estate planning tools to avoid taxation, which was an open tactic by private ESOP consultants. Another abusive tactic highlighted by this scholarship is the use of ESOPs as anti-takeover devices, where the formation of the ESOP instantly creates both risk-adverse owners in employees and an ESOP trustee appointed by current management. This tactic gained a great deal of attention during the attempted takeover of Polaroid in 1989.

Yet, the most heated critique of ESOPs has been the how they affect workers’ economic diversification. These critiques argue that allowing ESOPs to be regulated as retirement vehicles while exempted from ERISA’s general duty of diversification, especially without direct worker control, compromises workers’ long-term interests. Moreover, this risk is exponentially acute when corporate stock prices are falling. The most famous instance where this risk was demonstrated was the decision in Summers v. State Street Bank when the employees of United Airlines sued their ESOP trustee for not selling off stock during United’s turn to bankruptcy in 2002. When Judge Richard Posner finally decided the case for the Seventh Circuit in 2006, he cited generally employee ownership legal scholar Brett McDonnell, as well as Kruse and Blasi, but ultimately asserted that “[t]he time may have come to rethink the concept of an ESOP, a seemingly inefficient method
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of wealth accumulation by employees because of the under-diversification to which it conduces.”

This under-diversification argument continued to gain steam during the general turn against employer stock in 401(k)s, which emphasized the irrationalities stemming from exaggerated optimism, worker lock-in and the same endowment effects found in home ownership. These liabilities were notably on display during the collapse of Enron in 2001. Following the financial crisis beginning in 2007, more stories emerged of ESOP trust valuations going to zero. Three years after being named the ESOP Association’s Public Company of the Year, Procter & Gamble witnessed a ninety-two percent decrease in the value of its employee’s retirement benefits.

As a result of these critiques and the recurrence of financial crises, much of the ESOP enabling federal and state legislation of the 1980s has lapsed, including specific interventions to limit abusive uses to reduce tax expenditures. The most significant change was the elimination of the roll-over provision for original corporate owners found in the 1989 Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act, essentially eliminating the use of ESOPs as a privileged method for avoiding estate taxation. After the removal of this provision, the number of ESOPs in the U.S. has remained relatively steady. And while ESOP trustees have avoided losing their ERISA exemption, ESOPs continue to face increased regulation as part of the general limits on retirement investments following the Pension Protection Act of 2006.

This back and forth of legislative support was repeated in microcosm when in 1998 Congress allowed S Corporations to form ESOPs, along with a tax exemption for corporate earnings proportional to the ESOPs ownership of corporate stock. Spurred by the existing pattern
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of concentrated S corporation ownership, S-ESOPs proliferated and the trade association ESCA, Employee-Owned S Corporations of America, quickly formed and came to claim 190,000 members. In 2005, Congress modified these regulations to limit the ability of small, closely held businesses to form S-ESOPs—again bringing an end to their expansion.\(^\text{89}\)

B. The Limitations of Regulatory Re-invention

The debate over ESOPs over the last forty years has reached a steady tempo where these positive and critical positions are periodically recycled in new surveys and articles. Starting in the late 1970s, proponents have addressed critiques and re-stated the need for Congressional action to foster employee ownership.\(^\text{90}\) They cite surveys that very few ESOPs were created under conditions of near-bankruptcy or duress.\(^\text{91}\) They also point out that criticisms of ESOP formation as a takeover defense forget that high priced takeover offerings can be a great boon to employee owners just as they would be to any other type of owner and that workers’ longer time horizons better equip them to resist short-term value grabs by self-interested managers.\(^\text{92}\) Proponents have also exerted a great deal of effort to demonstrate that few ESOP participants are under-diversified in comparison to industry norms, and that most ESOP companies provide a secondary retirement plan for workers.\(^\text{93}\) Some have argued that what diversification issues remains can be solved through insurance for long-term market downswings.\(^\text{94}\) Most ESOP proponents lament the stultifying effect of removing the ESOP rollover benefit for owners, and often cite Logue and Yates’s longitudinal study of ESOPs in Ohio to claim that most ESOPs are formed not


\(^{91}\) Less than two percent of ESOP were established under these conditions. THE ESOP ASSOCIATION, supra note 7.


to draw in new capital or to improve departing owners’ tax interests alone.\textsuperscript{95}

Several times ESOP proponents have made arguments for the reform of ESOPs to address various criticisms.\textsuperscript{96} California Republican House Member Dana Rohrabacher has been the most consistent proponent of ESOPs, and is considered one of the most politically conservative members of Congress. In 1999, Rohrabacher co-sponsored legislation with self-identified socialist Vermont Senator Bernie Sanders that would have established a new federal corporation type, the Employee Owned and Controlled Corporation—ninety percent employee owned and eligible for even more significant tax breaks.\textsuperscript{97} Rohrabacher was also instrumental in getting ESOP-favorable proposals included in the 2004 American Job Creation Act,\textsuperscript{98} and Sanders has continued to introduce legislation promoting ESOPs up through his recent run for the U.S. Presidency.\textsuperscript{99}

Yet, this cycle of critique and promotion leaves sidelined the fundamental issue which challenges the role of ESOPs as an effective systemic tool for spreading employee ownership as a genuine form of economic republicanism.\textsuperscript{100} The theory that ownership of company shares empowers workers requires, in an era of growing director primacy, a strong assumption of intra-corporate shareholder democracy and that such participation is a meaningful restriction on labor subordination by management or other owners.\textsuperscript{101} The relative success of the ESOP as an ad hoc regulatory innovation required it to significantly compromise both of these objectives by making direct voting rights of ESOP trust shares optional and allowing existing managers to appoint ESOP trustees. Critically, the initiation of ESOPs does not itself require employee consent.\textsuperscript{102}

\textsuperscript{95} Logue and Yate’s study of Ohio’s 270 then active ESOPs set the split at 70/30 for philosophical motivations for implementing an ESOP. Logue & Yates, supra note 62, at 129.
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In addition, there is still no formal bar to a corporation taking out a large ESOP loan, making large pre-tax repayments, and then canceling the program. While few active ESOPs take this form, ninety percent of all tax benefits for ESOPs, and thus decreases in government revenue, are attributable to ESOP plans that have paid off very little of their loan debt as well as represent low levels of overall employee ownership.\footnote{LOGUE & YATES, supra note 62, at 170.} The fact that “employee” for ESOP purposes can include all levels of management leads to the same cynicism that ESOPs loans are simply management self-lending, where ESOP participation is limited to select employees who can manipulate stock prices.\footnote{GIANARIS, supra note 92, at xvii.} And the rise and fall of the S-ESOP rested on almost completely on a formal, but empty, re-categorization of existing owners as workers.

In practice, this disconnect between ownership and actual control/participation in workplace governance strikes at the very heart of the republican linkage of private and public virtue. Even for majority owned ESOP corporations, only a small majority pass on voting rights to individual employees, and even fewer in minority-owned firms.\footnote{LOGUE & YATES, supra note 62, at 32.} While ESOP voting rights are not necessarily withheld from workers, all aspects of ESOPs are still determined by managerial discretion. For example, one of the most heralded early ESOPs was that of Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC). Founder Richard Beyster funded a great deal of ESOP promotion and scholarship, but subsequent reporting revealed that Beyster used managerial power over the ESOP to enforce a highly authoritarian governance culture at SAIC.\footnote{Donald L. Barlett & James B. Steele, Washington’s $8 Billion Shadow, VANITY FAIR (Mar. 2007), http://www.vanityfair.com/news/2007/03/spyagency200703 [https://perma.cc/T2N4-EEQ2].} Moreover, managers quickly took the company public after Beyster’s forced retirement.

These anti-participatory dynamics have helped reinforce existing union mistrust of ESOPs as variations of company unionism. Tellingly, only a small fraction of ESOPs exist at union-friendly workplaces.\footnote{Jeffrey M. Hirsch, Labor Law Obstacles to the Collective Negotiation and Implementation of Employee Stock Ownership Plans: A Response to Henry Hansmann and Other “Survivalists”, 67 FORDHAM L. REV. 957, 964–65 (1998); Dan Bell, Worker-Owners and Unions: Why Can’t We Just Get Along?, DOLLARS & SENSE (Oct. 6, 2006), http://www.dollarsandsense.org/archives/2006/09 06bell.html [https://perma.cc/N9MC-258M].} Studies of labor disputes post-ESOP formation have shown no decline in their frequency, if a general shift to holdouts rather than strikes.\footnote{Peter Cramton et al., ESOP Fables: The Impact of Employee Stock Ownership Plans on Labor Disputes (Federal Reserve of New York Working Paper No. 347, 2007).}
And to the extent that unions can effectively bargain over ESOP contributions, such bargaining would then truly render them simply risky wage substitutes.

Here again the costs of ESOPs regulation under ERISA rears its ugly head. While some proponents have argued for requiring majority voting for trustee appointments, or even trustee decisions, such reform, especially as it implicates unallocated ESOP shares, would again conflict with the fiduciary model required by ERISA. This continued disconnect between ESOP formation and worker empowerment reframes the diversification critique not simply in terms of general fiduciary principles but also in how employees bear the brunt of the risks and costs of ESOP formation and maintenance.

The well-documented failure of Weirton Steel’s ESOP—which was the then largest ESOP in the U.S. when formed in 1984—replayed all the possible downsides of ESOP’s current governance structure. The employees collectively agreed to significant wage cuts to pay McKinsey & Co. $500,000 to study the possibility of ESOP formation, and then even more to implement it. While initially buoyed by an immediate uptick in international steel markets, Weirton faced repeated conflicts between workers and management in which the ESOP trustee steadfastly backed management decisions. Though outside expertise had been used to set up the ESOP, it was left to the workers themselves to try and discern how to navigate life as ESOP employees amid even greater managerial entrenchment post-ESOP formation. And the experience of Weirton Steel has been replicated in other firms, often representing, like United Airlines, the largest ESOP projects.

In fact, the prominent role of private ESOP consultants and entrepreneurs as funders of ESOP research and lobbyists for continued federal and state subsidization is necessarily predicated on their own self-interest. While some ESOP consultants may be true believers in employee ownership, their existence as repeat players in the market for
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ESOP valuation and formation creates conflicts of interest for a process that is still almost universally management instigated. In 2001, John Logue approximated that private sector ESOP practitioners outnumbered public and non-profit workers by a 50:1 ratio. The U.S. Department of Justice has been increasingly aggressive in investigating and prosecuting management manipulations in ESOP formations, following the larger trend of monitoring how workers’ capital can often be used against their collective self-interests.

On a broader scale, even with the significant tax subsidies they have enjoyed, the impact of ESOPs as a social policy has been limited. In Robert Hockett’s 2007 study of stock ownership plans he noted that “how few Americans hold substantial, material-independence-conferring or participation-fostering stakes in firms” which would validate the ideal of an ownership society. The reality of ESOPs as a regulatory re-invention may have simply created a gap in the closed system of corporate finance that Kruse and Blasi’s claim “recycles credit until wealth grows bigger and bigger and rewards existing owners.”

Simply put, ESOPs cannot impact patterns of capital accumulation outside of stock ownership. One has to remember that only ten percent of all economic wealth, even in a developed country such as the United States, is held in stocks. While it has been demonstrated that ESOPs are rarely pure wage substitutes, the efficiency and income gains reported by pro-ESOP studies are still far from revolutionary, as long-time ESOP supporter Corey Rosen admits: “[i]f all ESOPs are expected to do is make employees more money, the case for them could become very hard to make.”

Beyond the general structural limits of ESOPs to achieve their loftiest ideological goals, there is also a hereto unexamined possibility that ESOPs are in fact inequality exacerbating rather than inequality reducing. The inability for the rare focused case study to establish exactly how ESOPs enhance workplace dynamics reflects the reality that the vast majority of ESOP studies likely suffer from quite significant endogeneity issues. This goes far beyond controlling for the impact of tax subsidies themselves, to the fact that most ESOP plans, especially if
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enacted for ideological reasons, exist at companies that are already likely to have progressive workplace policies and atypical compensation patterns.\textsuperscript{122}

Thus, it may be true that most ESOPs exist in companies where employees have more robust and diversified retirement options than companies of comparable market positions.\textsuperscript{123} But that does not mean that these employees would lose these comparatively generous benefits without an ESOP, beyond what one would expect for their level of tax subsidization. Similarly, the low termination rate of existing ESOPs in part reflects that fact that many ESOPs are initiated not when companies are distressed but when they have already achieved a track record of success. The previously cited performance gaps between S-ESOPs and other S Corporations are so pronounced they cannot be explained simply by enhanced productivity or by their survivability during the recent recession.\textsuperscript{124} ESOPs succeed not because they impel average or low-performing companies to succeed, but are at best expressions of companies that are already doing well or are already committed to participatory workplace practices.

This type of endogeneity concern exists throughout most of the pro-ESOP scholarship. One of the earliest broad surveys of ESOPs by the General Accounting Office in 1987 claimed the ESOPs were not themselves meaningful without a “supportive” corporate culture,\textsuperscript{125} and the acquisition of majority ownership status could not be linked to new or increased growth as ESOPs age.\textsuperscript{126} Subsequent studies have reiterated that ownership alone cannot improve worker motivation without a continued commitment to participatory programming.\textsuperscript{127} In contrast, variations in worker participation, distinct from ownership, ultimately explain a great deal of whatever comparative profitability companies with ESOPs enjoy.\textsuperscript{128} Thus, the presence of ESOPs at successful companies
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seems more driven by these pre-existing commitments than the existence of ESOPs themselves. What this ultimately means is that ESOP tax subsidies are only serving to further benefit those who are already at the top of the labor market, and less likely to suffer the worst effects of workplace subordination. The end result of which can only be inequality exacerbating.

What then of companies without such commitments, and without stable pre-existing market success? Perhaps the most damning demonstration of the pitfalls of the ESOP is the rare ethnographic study made by Carole Bruce.129 Bruce carried out a longitudinal study of an ESOP that would at the outset have appeared to follow the Kelsonian ideal. An agricultural and horticultural company, Arboretum had an existing owner who chose to sell the company to its workers through an ESOP (to reinvest in other ventures). Arboretum’s ESOP even included the less common right of workers to partial board representation. However, Bruce reveals how little impact workers had on Arboretum’s governance, and how formal ownership did little to disrupt the broad range of direct and indirect status differentiations among employees and managers. Workers were most disappointed by the simple fact that they were not able to access the scheduling flexibility they had originally expected.130 Though ESOP consultants had been brought in during the company’s initial conversion, little to no post-transition training was provided for existing or new hires.131

While Arboretum had been successful in the past, it had run tight profit margins now undermined by new debt obligations and the need to payoff future retirements. By contrast, the former owner of Arboretum not only stayed on as the well-compensated chairman of the board, but also continued to demand obedience to his vision for the company and routinely excluded employee representatives from key strategic meetings. This example adds an even more cynical edge to the generally low level of participation in ESOP governance by rank and files employees.132

In practice, the transition to the ESOP at Arboretum generated even greater feelings of insecurity and subordination for employees.133 The size of the ESOP loan hung over the workers’ heads, and repayment
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obligations, however comparatively subsidized, reduced investment in the company and contributed to an ever-present sense of economic precarity.\textsuperscript{134} In this case, the company had provided no previous retirement benefits, and the ESOP became the workers’ only retirement vehicle. Even with some formal participatory powers, employees felt that managers came to wield even greater power over them as their sense of responsibility for corporate performance—without real participation in decision-making—was deployed vigorously as a new disciplinary tool.

While not necessarily a precarious workplace pre-ESOP, this case study constellates the endogeneity issues faced in evaluating ESOPs as worthy objects of public subsidy.\textsuperscript{135} Here we see the flipside of ESOPs political attractiveness as an intrasystemic reform—its apoliticism appeals to those who are already winners within the current system and who are naturally drawn to voluntary private mechanisms that do not challenge the terms of their pre-existing success. For already successful companies, the impact of the ESOP can be benign, but even here ESOPs are counter-productive in the search for pre-tax structures that ease economic inequality,\textsuperscript{136} much less realize the transformative ideals of economic republicanism.

C. The ESOP Conundrum as the EO Conundrum

The limitations of the ESOP as an innovation to promote economic republicanism, if not simply material equality, is centrally derived from its characteristics that at first blush appear to be so alluring. It would seem to cut through otherwise entrenched political divisions while offering up the possibility of recapturing a lost human element in economic production without broad regulatory upheaval, much less social revolution. Louis Kelso’s legal ingenuity in crafting the ESOP reflected his own general commitment to capitalism and voluntary reform. But this ingenuity came at a cost, as it generated a legal form that ultimately led to more problems and abuses than it transformed any particular workplace or assuaged growing inequality.

By opting for a gradualist reform strategy that completely divorced worker participation from ownership, Kelso’s ESOP came to acutely evidence what will be called the “employee ownership conundrum.” Proponents of employee ownership, in and outside of the specific ESOP context, have recurrently wrestled with the tensions between gradualist and systemic change as well as linking ownership to genuine workplace
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participation. Yet, the ideological appeal of employee ownership finds adherents on almost every continent, as there have even been attempts to spread ESOPs across the globe. The EO conundrum thus functionally expresses itself in questions over why employee ownership has not become more prominent in modern economies, and how/if its episodic successes can be better generalized.

Moving from debates over ESOPs to employee ownership more generally is often a muddy process. EO scholarship, especially in the U.S. where ESOPs consume much of its attention, often works with a great deal of definitional slippage when discussing employee ownership. Sometimes “employee ownership” is cited as the general inquiry when it is in fact purely ESOPs that are at question. Other studies will include non-ESOP stock purchase plans, and some will include full worker cooperatives. It is a persistent enough issue that general cautions are still made within the scholarship to clearly delineate even basic issues such as minority and majority share ownership in different forms of EO.

Some analytical overlap between ESOP and EO scholarship is natural, and it is possible to find in critiques of employee ownership the same diversification and risk-aversion arguments leveled against ESOPs. Even without facing tax-subsidy or abusive use critiques, the general EO scholarship tends to elide direct confrontation with issues of inequality and workplace subordination. Instead it focuses on the general Pareto efficiency of employee ownership as a governance ideal, with proponents again asserting its performative benefits and critics taking its lack of existing prominence as the natural result of a market-driven revealed preferences.

Perhaps the oddest thing about the structure of the general EO debate is its persistently strong preference for solely quantitative evaluation amid intense disagreement over causal mechanisms. The result of this imbalance is a constant statistical battle that has difficulty reaching persuasive claims about the underlying workplace mechanisms of either EO success or failure. This state of affairs is driven in part by the dominance of economists in EO debates, but it is still striking as the empirical baseline of EO studies has remained clear for some time now. Companies with varying levels of EO have rarely been demonstrated to
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perform less well than those without it. Some studies may find neutral or statistically insignificant differences, but it is rare to find robustly negative results. Critics never point to specific company case studies where newly high EO levels led to performative degeneration or collapse. Instead, critics simply restate that EO promotion is unnecessary, assuming whatever levels exist are a “natural” equilibrium. This is not an impasse that quantitative studies can overcome, as proponents can only make generalized arguments of EO superiority to which critics’ survivalist position can easily accommodate simply through a call for inaction.

If we return to the endogeneity issues discussed in relationship to ESOP companies, this static state of argumentation is well-represented in the difficulty that pro-ESOP and pro-EO scholars, in the United States and abroad, have had in differentiating the effects of share ownership from the impacts of non-ownership but pro-worker participation policies. A company can create any number of programs that empower workers’ in any range of governance issues without their basis being in an ownership right. ESOPs are particularly vulnerable to this analytic bind as actual ownership-based participation is routinely limited.

In Judge Posner’s aforementioned ruling in State Street Bank, he cited the research of Blasi and Kruse exactly to this effect. He was not unconvinced of the merit of ESOPs simply by their misfit under ERISA, but by the lack of persuasive evidence that ESOP formation led to the benefits that justified its preferential tax treatment. Blasi and Kruse responded to Posner’s citation by claiming that their empirical work had advanced since the specific study Posner cited, and that they could argue more confidently that “the interaction of employee ownership and other forms of shared capitalism with other corporate policies is associated with positive workplace performance.” But an argument
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for interactivity is still causally murky and only recapitulates the endogeneity problem—once again compounded by definitional slippage in distinguishing forms and levels of employee ownership.

The EO scholarship outside of ESOPs and outside of the U.S. similarly has difficulty finding a specific causal role for EO beyond the measurable impact of pro-participatory programs.146 A recent survey of European companies shows that companies with EO do better by cohort comparison, but this can only be traced to the presence of an EO program and no effect could be found between levels of EO, or improving following increasing levels of EO within the same company over time.147 Another recent, more global survey by Blasi and Kruse, joined by their frequent co-author Richard Freeman, again points to the presence of EO policies at worker-friendly companies, but cannot specifically isolate the independent effect of share ownership.148 While such complementary effects may still be proven at a later date, the fact remains that actual corporate decision making at most EO firms is indistinguishable from non-EO companies,149 and that most of the firms analyzed were not low performers to begin with. The endogeneity issue is reinforced even further by studies that show that EO programs are found in companies within highly competitive labor markets in which employees are already comparatively empowered to bargain for varied forms of compensation.150

The same pattern repeats itself when general productivity claims are specified into arenas such as corporate innovation and human capital development.151 Furthermore, studies have shown countervailing results on discrete workplace practices where ESOPs exhibit patterns

of managerial entrenchment. This type of complementary relationship also has been advanced for the presence of unions, but again it is hard to distinguish this effect from unions' separate impact on any pro-employee policy, such as profit sharing.

This often empirically orthogonal relationship between ownership and participation is what leaves pro-EQ positions so vulnerable to survivalist arguments that recur to their own theories of the more general question of employee motivation and compensation. Survivalist critiques do not need to directly undermine arguments about the performance of companies with EO, or develop general governance models that wholly contradict theoretical linkages between EO and discrete employee behaviors. For example, studies have shown that EO companies generally suffer from less employee theft and reduced absenteeism. One can admit this as true without then jumping to a wholesale endorsement of EO, especially if the size effects are small.

The classic survivalist retort to ESOPs is the “1/N” problem commonly discussed in debates over the impact of employee stock in 401(k) accounts of large companies. Here the greater the number of employees, the lower the individual incentive for an employee to engage in self-sacrificing behavior. This general model better explains studies that show no independent productivity effects for stock option plans, and is further buttressed by the whole of the academic literature on executive compensation—whose most consistent empirical result is that the granting of stock options to high level managers, the exact actors most directly involved in corporate decision-making and not subject to the
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same 1/N limitations, has no definitive impact on executive performance or profitability.\footnote{160}{See Robert J. Jackson, Jr. & Colleen Honigsberg, \textit{The Hidden Nature of Executive Retirement Pay}, 100 VA. L. REV. 479 (2014). It is also relevant that most of the regulatory reaction against stock options as a form of executive compensation has similarly impacted the functioning of share plans for all employees.}

Similarly, EO proponents focus on intracorporate monitoring costs of both employees and managers as one vector for improved productivity in EO companies.\footnote{161}{Alejandro Suarez, \textit{Employee Stock Ownership Plans: A Solution or a Hindrance to the Search for a Representative and Productive Style of Employee Ownership}, 2 BUS. L.J. 131 (1991); see also Sangsoo Park & Moon H. Song, \textit{Employee Stock Ownership Plans}, 24 FIN. MGMT 52 (1995); John Peter Daley, Employee Stock Ownership Incentives and Contracting Efficiency, with Evidence from Employee Stock Ownership Plan Adopters (1999) (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of Washington) (on filed with the University of Washington Library system).}

This leads to better disclosure for all corporate stakeholders,\footnote{162}{Peter M. Hall, \textit{Meta-Power, Social Organization, and the Shaping of Social Action}, 20 SYMBOLIC INTERACTION 397 (1997); Francesco Bova et al., \textit{Employee Ownership and Firm Disclosure}, 32 CONTEMP. ACCT. RES. 639 (2015).} as well as reduced coordination costs.\footnote{163}{Russell Yankwitt, \textit{Buy Me Some Peanuts and Ownership: Major League Baseball and the Need for Employee Ownership}, 5 CORNELL J. L. & PUB. POLY. 401 (1996).}

Such assumptions render plausible the argument that EO stabilizes companies and improves firm survival over time.\footnote{164}{Margaret M. Blair et al., \textit{Employee Ownership: An Unstable Form or a Stabilizing Force}, in \textit{The New Relationship: Human Capital in the American Corporation} 241 (Margaret M. Blair & Thomas A. Kochan eds., 2000).}

Packaged together, such assumptions can be generalized into a theoretical model of EO superiority.\footnote{165}{Chong-en Bai & Chenggang Xu, \textit{Does Employee Ownership Improve Incentives for Efforts} (LSE STICERD Theoretical Economics Working Paper TE/01/413, 1996).}

To varying degrees, critics concede these points, but, again, can use survivalist logic to argue that the relevant size effects are small or counterbalance by other costs associated with EO arrangements.\footnote{166}{Hansmann’s pattern of acknowledgement and rebuttal is repeated by Stephen Bainbridge, who addresses many of the monitoring and informational claims of pro-worker participation scholars but then ultimately concludes they are limited by the decision-making problems they would simultaneously produce. Stephen M. Bainbridge, \textit{Privately Ordered Participatory Management}, 23 DEL. J. CORP. L. 979 (1998).}

The best example of the survivalist position is Henry Hansmann’s now-classic critique of ESOPs, which he then developed into a general critique of employee ownership.\footnote{167}{Hansmann’s series of articles on ESOPs and EO were recollected and extended in \textit{Henry Hansmann, The Ownership of Enterprise} (1996).} In justifying his position, Hansmann takes all pro-EO arguments seriously and does not deny their theoretical coherence or empirical validation. But he does offer what many have found to be the compelling explanation for why EO is not more extensive, and why EO-promotion is likely to fail: heterogeneity costs. Hansmann’s central argument is that most employees do not have similar
interests, especially in larger enterprises. Especially as companies today are more geographically dispersed and employ workers in a variety of often distinct enterprises, solidarity of worker interest is unlikely and potential voting coordination even more so. Variations in employee skill levels make compensation one obvious area where conflicts can arise as easily among employees as between employees and managers.\(^{168}\)

Hansmann’s heterogeneity position also pushes him to look at companies generally excluded by EO researchers, which are technically employee-owned because they are naturally homogenous, such as professional firms. His example of the sale of Lehman Brothers to American Express also shows how a once homogenous entity can develop internally heterogeneous divisions, in this case a generational split between traders, and thus need to be reconstituted as a non-partnership.\(^{169}\)

Hansmann thus does not need to be dismissive of pro-EO arguments in order to undermine their ultimate conclusions. For example, many pro-EO scholars argue that employees, especially in larger corporations, have a longer time horizon for evaluating corporate decisions, and thus are better positioned than the short-termism that dominates managerial incentives.\(^{170}\) Hansmann could acknowledge this, but simply argues that, to the extent it can be proven, such longer time horizons actually generate more acute divisions via intra-employee heterogeneity (such as new hires and retirees). A pro-EO study can be cited that ties increasing effects of EO on retail sales firms,\(^{171}\) to which Hansmann could retort that such effects could be replicated better with targeted commission-based pay structures without the distorting effects of coordinating the conflicting interests of sales and non-sales staff.

The power of Hansmann’s heterogeneity argument is directly proportional to the intensity of the EO conundrum regarding ownership and participation. He directly cites the lack of worker participation in ESOPs as a negative example that ownership with such diversified decision-making leads to better outcomes.\(^{172}\) Hansmann can then also


\(^{169}\) Hansmann, *supra* note 4, at 1808.


\(^{172}\) Hansmann also claims that there is “considerable circumstantial evidence” that such participation is costly. However, this is the weakest empirical assertion in his argument and is directly rebutted by the baseline performance neutrality established by the vast majority of empirical EO studies. Hansmann, *supra* note 4, at 1802.
point to the limited actual participation by workers in ESOPs as a feature, rather than a flaw, in what success they have achieved.¹⁷³

The force of the heterogeneity theory thus persists even with new rounds of positive empirical work by EO scholars. The minority status of EO companies in the current corporate ecology coupled with the weak theoretical link between actual ownership and EO company outcomes give little reason to convert for those not already committed to EO for ideological reasons. As the bulk of the quantitative EO research is caught up battling over results with relatively small size effects—significance issues aside—it is easier to take the opposition’s points as true but minor, and the revealed preference of the market as de facto evidence that even multiple vectors of EO benefits are holistically underwhelming. In sum, underlying the endogeneity problem is the simple fact that if EO is so conclusively positive, then why don’t more companies adopt, even with zero or slight tax advantages?

D. Republicanism and the Conundrum’s Ecological Impasse

The elision of EO scholarship regarding the ownership/participation axis of the conundrum itself reflects the particular terrain on which Kelso set the stage of its American instantiation. The use of quantitative methods to show that EO is better for profitability is understandable as a defensive move against critiques, but over time this reliance has severely narrowed the radicalism of employee ownership’s republican roots. Why is profitability the end point of the argument? Economic republicans didn’t argue for the centrality of ownership concepts because they thought it would lead to greater growth (though some did). Their primary motivation was a particular concept of economic citizenship grounded on notions of personal independence and social power, or simply antisubordination.¹⁷⁴ Liberty and efficiency were rarely enemies in early American political economy, but there were certainly not bedfellows.

Kelso’s intrasystemic focus already conceded the first axis of the EO conundrum that actual economic republicanism struggled with at the turn of the twentieth century: can change occur from within the logic of the existing wage-based system? Resistance of early republicans to wage labor or stock ownership plans reflected the republican integration of political and economic life, not a dogged determination to show

¹⁷³ Id. at 1799.
that it was equally efficient to the authoritarian workplace they saw persistently rife with feudal social assumptions.

This is not to say that EO scholarship has not been useful. It has shown that the predictions of systemic dysfunction predicted by managerial triumphalists are greatly overstated. But it has reached the point where it can only invoke republican norms at the highest level of generality. And it prematurely concedes ground when high-EO concentrations might in fact inhibit aggregate growth, but are still consonant with republican ideals.

Take, for example, capital mobility. The increasingly rapid and transnational free flow of non-human capital allows it to seek out the highest ROI settings with global range and proactively engage in regulatory arbitrage. By contrast, an EO company is not going to reallocate its capital to another country simply to marginally increase ROI. The recent controversy over the relocation of the U.S. manufacturing operations of Carrier Corporation to Mexico rearticulated exactly these concerns.\(^{175}\) The company had enjoyed recurrent and ongoing profitability, but still sought further returns through its relocation plan. Fighting this battle on an econometric terrain is always going to fail. What is needed is an explicitly political, value based-grounding that is far more secure in its concept of economic citizenship. Sociological work can specify how the severe velocity mismatch of economic and social capital disrupts communities and forces costs on workers that atomistic, income-based analysis cannot capture.\(^{176}\) However, the weighing of such costs is always going to reflect a set of political choices.

Such clarity would require a much closer fit between arguments for policies based on ownership ideals and the actual underlying antisubordination values of republicanism. This is no small challenge, as while recourse to highly abstract notions of citizenship are persuasive to some, operationalizing them is far more difficult—as the ESOP example again so clearly shows. Moving to develop a tighter framing first requires that economic republicans can in some basic way evaluate and identify what they want in practice.

This difficulty is parallel to the search in development theory writ large for new conceptual framings, trying to turn away from GDP growth to concepts such as “human flourishing” or “capabilities.”\(^{177}\) No shortage of labor scholars has searched for substitute evaluative rubrics


\(^{177}\) See Martha Nussbaum & Amartya Sen, THE QUALITY OF LIFE 1–6 (1993); Amartya Sen, DEVELOPMENT AS FREEDOM (1999).
to justify their reform agendas, such as dignity.\textsuperscript{178} Progressive corporate law scholars also wrestle with establishing the existence and degree of social externalities in corporate governance, and even creatively redeploy intangible property frameworks.\textsuperscript{179} Ownership concepts have even been worked into human rights and other development discourse, but still a high level of generality.\textsuperscript{180}

Moving the EO debate to grapple with similar issues would require a fundamental change in EO framing that perhaps all of its current adherents would not share. It would involve risking exactly the type of easy, but shallow, bi-partisanship that ESOPs evidence so well. Much of Kelso’s success was finding a place for EO in the Cold War era where any sustained critique of American economic practices was met with almost instant red-baiting. But the virtuous philosopher-entrepreneurs who Kelso imagined would take up his ESOP to transform American capitalism never emerged, and those that did quite often draped themselves with EO to signal virtue rather than to make any personal sacrifice to realize a new form of economic citizenship.

Re-grounding the republican values as the motivator of EO work would allow proponents to take seriously the traditional labor movement’s skepticism about financial inclusion, not for its economic effects, but for its political consequences.\textsuperscript{181} And in doing so, EO work would prevent itself from falling so far down the productivity rabbit hole to where it loses all of its connection to the lived experiences of workers. The private, gradual and non-conflictual transformation that Kelso imagined that the ESOP would unleash has never come to fruition exactly because no genius of pure legal innovation can escape politics.

This type of reconstructive project requires more than just a reaffirmation of republican values. It would require two distinct and qualitative developments within the field: 1) clarity about the specific workplace dynamics and structures that reflect republican values distinct from ownership itself, and 2) developing an ecological regulatory sensibility for developing specific legal and institutional reforms to allow

\textsuperscript{178} Randy Hodson, Dignity at Work 3 (2001).
meaningful EO to spread while addressing survivalist arguments. Furthermore, the development of an economy truly grounded in republican norms of freedom will require a far more systemic intervention in corporate formation, and one that may never emerge without a sustained social movement that makes reshaping workplace power a priority.

IV. CONCLUSION: THE SHALLOW GENIUS OF THE ESOP

Likely one of the largest gaps between those approving of and those critical of modern labor relations is their consideration of the pivotal assumption of economic republicanism: that economic and political citizenship are inextricably linked. One would not expect, for example, for an authoritarian political regime to have any desire to promote economic republican norms. Authoritarian regimes are, in fact, deeply wary of labor movements exactly because they fear the slippage from economic to political solidarity.182 Recognizing, or not recognizing, this linkage is most consequential as democratic theories of political citizenship are uncontroversially concerned with issues of power between various social actors. And the relationship of citizens to the state is just one of these critical dyads, and one which is often more remote in daily life than that among employees and employers.183 Concepts of the workplace that necessarily elide issues of power are thus required to see employees only as fungible inputs whose complete value is best set by the pricing mechanism of a labor market.184 Commodities do not need economic citizenship.

The lesson of the ESOP is then one of good intentions gone awry, but exactly because it sought to solve by technical sleight a problem concerned with the social distribution of power. It also represents a particular challenge to the property-centric concept of economic republicanism. Ownership itself is a means to the end goal of economic liberty, not a good onto itself. Even if the relationship of a worker to their workplace is completely reconceived in terms of property rather than exchange, this achieves nothing if this shift does not lead to a redistribution of power within the firm.185 This reality is one reason why there is little evidence that fractionalized ownership in the workplace leads to
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184 Representatively, Hansmann approvingly cites how corporations are structured with “the functional purpose of avoiding some of the pitfalls of the democratic process.” Henry Hansmann, Worker Participation and Corporate Governance, 43 U. TORONTO L.J. 589, 603 (1993).
greater political participation, or the development of more transformative economic ideals by workers. The inability of employee ownership scholarship to speak convincingly to the contemporary anxiety over economic inequality and legitimacy reflects how thoroughly undermined the field has been by its historical bargain in the United States for the appearance of apoliticism. Perhaps no better indicator is the extent to which human resource management studies have taken over the field in recent decades. HRM studies explicitly articulate that the power of ESOP and other share schemes is to make workers feel empowered enough to improve their motivation, but are content with a near-Orwellian aspiration to achieve such motivation without actually allowing workers to interfere with managerial discretion. Even pro-ESOP scholars like Blasi and Kruse recognize that their efficiency-based arguments about worker motivation are inherently predicated only on psychological perception, not direct worker power.

If this article is seen as unkind to ESOP proponents, it is important to note that much of the technocratic seriousness with which they approach the subject of economic liberty is matched by the often-non-technical seriousness with which more radical workplace visions are advanced. There are strong unresolved tensions among labor law critics about the relative importance of autonomy versus voice in the work-
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186 ROBERT DAHL, A PREFACE TO ECONOMIC DEMOCRACY 97 (1985).
191 See, e.g., Kruse & Blasi, supra note 61, at 11 (“Employee ownership may have positive effects if employees value ownership in itself or perceive that it brings greater income, job security, or control over jobs and the workplace. On the other hand, it may have negligible or even negative effects if employees perceive no different in their work lives.”).
place, as well as the role of specific expertise in workplace management.\textsuperscript{192} Much of the activist-driven labor cooperative movement expresses near utopian visions of human nature, and argues that simple transparency is all that is required for any worker to fully and equally participate in corporate decision-making.\textsuperscript{193} This ideology of non-hierarchy runs deep, and sits uneasily with any form of differential expertise or representative decision-making.\textsuperscript{194} As such, EO scholarship rarely acknowledges any concern for forms of horizontal subordination in cooperative workplaces,\textsuperscript{195} or consideration that full participation in all levels of governance may not be the aspiration of every worker.\textsuperscript{196}

This concern with technical seriousness is also key to understanding the failure of the ESOP as not simply some sort of secretive anti-worker ploy. It is a clarion example of how no ideal model of worker empowerment can be evaluated simply by its own internal logic, but requires understanding its interaction with the larger regulatory ecology in which it exists. The almost complete standstill in ESOP growth after the owner tax roll-over benefit was removed is telling of the capacity for purely voluntary capital expansion. Nevertheless, a great deal of the intra-ESOP literature correctly identifies many of the core issues in systemic replication that face any alternative workplace institution that operates outside of the current corporate norm.\textsuperscript{197}

This is the heart of Jeffrey Hirsch’s critique of Hansmann’s survivalist thesis, where Hirsch notes that revealed preference arguments presume that current corporate structures are not dependent on a whole host of other regulatory design choices.\textsuperscript{198} In practical terms, the


\textsuperscript{193} Joyce Rothschild, The Logic of a Co-Operative Economy and Democracy 2.0: Recovering the Possibilities for Autonomy, Creativity, Solidarity, and Common Purpose, 57 SOC. Q. 7, 10 (2016) (“In response to Schumpeterian fears that the people do not know enough to govern, participants in the new social movements and co-operative economy answer with their insistence that all relevant information and relationships be shared with the group at hand, and an Internet age makes this far more plausible than it once was.”).


\textsuperscript{195} Richard B. Freeman, Worker Responses to Shirking Under Shared Capitalism, in SHARED CAPITALISM AT WORK 77 (Douglas L. Kruse et al. eds., 2010).


\textsuperscript{198} Specifically, for Hirsch’s arguments about ESOPs, the choice under the NRLA regime to ban company unions is one such pre-existing regulatory choice that could easily be reversed. See
creation of the ESOP as an intrasystemic innovation did solve key questions that plague cooperative workplaces, such as access to credit (both at the initial buy-in stage and later based on outside evaluators’ abilities to understand their business models) and their interaction with dispute resolution forums like the judiciary (which have developed doctrines over time based on economic forms with different agency structures).

In this vein, if one is to move beyond simply imagining workplace institutions that validate norms of economic republicanism and toward an agenda for systemic change, then much of the existing ESOP literature is instructive to the extent that it emphasizes the need for alternative workplaces to form, fail and reconstitute as easily as extant corporate forms. If every alternative workplace requires huge start-up costs alongside significant employee self-sacrifice then their ability to replicate will be severely deadened.

One of the lessons of the ESOP literature is that worker and manager human capital formation is often a pre-social reality as it concerns the new ESOP. If those with specific managerial expertise are trained to run different sorts of companies, it is difficult to undo these years of training. Similarly, if workers are trained in a system/society that presumes a need for civic education for political participation, but no specific education for economic participation, then many of the issues with worker governance become self-fulfilling.

For example, when Posner wrote about ESOPs after his decision in Summers, he rearticulated Hansmann’s presumption that workers would always exhibit harmful short-termism by opting for opportunistic over-compensation rather than long-term investments in their companies. It is not so much that this claim is definitively empirically untrue, as much of the ESOP literature struggles with means to shift workers into an “owner mentality” that prioritizes longer-term decision-
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201 Richard Posner, The Economics of ESOP's—Posner’s Comment, BECKER-POSNER BLOG (Apr. 8, 2007), http://www.becker-posner-blog.com/2007/04/the-economics-of-esops—posners-comment.html [https://perma.cc/R7GZ-KAHW] (“A worker will trade off any long-term benefits to the corporation from a corporate action that would increase the value of his shares against whatever short-term benefits, in the form of a higher salary or greater fringe benefits or a lighter workload, an alternative course of action would confer on him; and usually the tradeoff will favor increased compensation for work over increased stock value.”); Henry Hansmann, supra note 4, at 1772.
The real question is whether this must be true, or simply reflects the consequences of the dominant paradigm of worker subordination. One valuable remainder from the ESOP movement was efforts, primarily at the public level, to create sectoral or multi-company training initiatives to reduce the cost of training nonmanagerial employees in basic corporate practices. While public expenditures on such efforts were and are miniscule in comparison to the tax expenditures directed toward ESOP formation, they provide some precedent for looking outside the corporation for complementary reforms.

This more ecological view of reform may seem more ambitious than is achievable in the current historical moment. It still squarely presents the issue of where EO scholars truly committed to economic republicanism should focus their efforts. It is hard to walk back decade-long strategies after seeing the bipartisan potential of ESOPs, but their variation of ownership without voice or power is now a trap that has been tainted by far too many abuses. The appeal of gradualist approaches seems ever more reasonable than more radical changes, but the continued marginal utility of making intracorporate arguments about efficiency seem to have turned negative. No matter how appealing or historically resonant the rhetoric of ownership may be, it is rendered tangential to workplace antisubordination when actuated through fractional forms. And to the extent that the ESOP phenomenon continues to only heap greater rewards on existing economic success, it risks alienating employee ownership promotion from the type of labor movement that would be required for more systematic change. There is still great potential in the resonance of economic republicanism in the otherwise reform-adverse arenas of American politics, but a higher standard is required to judge what type of reforms will render this resonance truly productive for economic liberty.

---


LOGUE & YATES, supra note 38, at 167.